
Our company is looking to fill the role of data services. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for data services

Lead data quality projects to improve trust in analytics
You will interface with other engineers on the team for peer reviews and with
a diverse set of customers (Program Managers, business stakeholders ) on
understanding business objectives, gathering requirements and delivering
complete reporting solutions
Translate Operations problem statements into data analysis projects
Develop data models and machine learning algorithms for Agilent’s service
business engagement model
Lead data analysis projects to satisfy the needs of product marketing
Provide management updates and status reports of business trends and
anomalies
Displays comprehensive ability to analyze, evaluate, and/or manipulate a
majority of input and data content to ensure quality and compliance before
going to the next production level
Provides appropriate analysis, follow up, notification, and solutions to
management related to abnormal job termination and resolution
Special projects include but are not limited to custom reports/data
development, process enhancement, product development, specialized
product support for national and key accounts, providing training, or taking
on a mentoring role
Independently evaluates and documents results using reports and tools to
ensure data quality
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Intermediate Object Oriented Programming knowledge (classes, inheritance)
Current student status, 4th/5th year students preferred
Performs straightforward current trend research and analyzes simple data to
assist in drawing conclusions and providing recommendations
Gains familiarity with role of and value of vendors to the business
Can operate independently
Knowledge of project management concepts and practices such as Scope,
Communication, Financial and Risk Management practices, Project Lifecycle
methodologies


